University Of Washington
Faculty Council on Teaching and Learning
10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., April 4, 2013
26 Gerberding
Meeting Synopsis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Call to Order
Announcements/Updates
Chair’s Report
20% Surcharge on International Students
Review of the Minutes from March 7, 2013
Finalize Request Letter on Online Learning
Adjourn

1) Call to Order
The meeting was called to order by Chair Carline at 10:30 a.m.
2) Announcements/Updates
Nana Lowell provided an update on the roll-out of online course evaluations. The evaluations will begin
next Fall Quarter and is targeted for online courses. They have also been working with departments that
have expressed interest to shifting to online evaluations. A pilot project was conducted with the law
school which made good sense since they already require students to bring laptops to class already. An
email will be sent out to all department chairs shortly explaining the new online evaluation process.
Tom Lewis updated the council on lecture capture (software that makes online recordings of lectures
and presentations for later viewing by students or others). Currently Kane Hall does not allow for
complete lecture capture using Tegrity, and doing so would require expensive renovations. The solution
to the problem may be a similar program called “Panopto” which they are testing now. Lewis went into
additional detail explaining how the software would be used. They are planning on testing Panopto for
the next 2-3 weeks and asked if anyone could suggest faculty members would be willing to test the new
program. A statement was raised that some faculty members might not want to replace Tegrity because
they are already accustomed to the program and would not want to switch over and learn a new one.
Discussion ensued. Switching program is not too difficult, the software is user-friendly. Another question
was raised asking if it integrates with other products that are currently being used right now. The
response was that they are just in an evaluation phase at the moment and are only looking for feedback
at this time but that Panopto offers much easier integration pathways than Tegrity.
Martin-Morris updated the council on the progress made in the Scholarship in Teaching and Learning
Symposium that is coming up soon. The process is going well and panelists have now been confirmed.
3) Chair’s Report [Exhibits A]
Chair Carline reported that an ad hoc committee was convened to replicate a report similar to one
created by Stanford that identifies the full inventory of technological resources to can be used for
educational purposes. The committee is working within a short timeline and the report is to develop an
outline on how to incorporate technology into the classrooms. The goal is to develop a good idea of
what resources are available and how it would impact the University.
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Carline also provided background of a statewide task force created by the Washington Student
Achievement Council which would provide to the legislature a road map for integrating online learning
opportunities for use in higher education. Carline went into detail explaining the road map. The project
attempts to study how technological resources could be incorporated into a university’s instructional
program while assessing student cost and system capacity implications. Topics include how technology
is currently being used, the appropriate criteria to evaluate efficiencies and costs, identify best practices
and measuring the potential demand for using technology in education.
Carline’s final announcement was suggesting that the council’s final meeting (June 6th) should be held at
the Faculty Club at 4:00pm. Carline will do additional research to confirm that time and location.
4) 20% Surcharge on International Students
Carline addressed a new proposed state law that would charge international students a 20% tuition
surcharge. This was brought to his attention from conversations with Jim Fridley who wants FCTL to
discuss what the possible impact would be on the university and wanted feedback from the council.
Szatmary also pointed out that the additional revenue from the surcharge would not go to the university
but to the state’s general fund. Discussion ensued. One concern brought up is that this surcharge sets
bad precedence and will encourage the state to take additional future funds from the UW through other
similar fees. It was mentioned that international students already pay a large amount in tuition and the
additional surcharge would be unethical. Additional concerns were raised asking how this would impact
research assistants, university departments and international students who take online courses.
Discussion ensued.
One problematic issue would be the impact on recruiting international students who will be required to
pay even higher fees. Additionally, this is inconsistent to the University’s mission towards teaching. Even
though these students do not typically stay within Washington State once they graduate the lessons
learned will be applied across the world creating a better global society. Additionally, these will be UW
graduates who are creating connections and representing the UW. It is not known if this legislation
applies to fee based programs, the legislative bill is very small so there is not much clarification.
It was stated that there does not seem to be any rationale to justify this surcharge other than acting as
an indirect tax. A question was raised if the University will write a response to this proposed legislation,
but there is no answer since Jim Fridley just wants feedback at the moment. A comment stated that
FCTL is outraged at this proposal because it threatens the quality of students at the University, threatens
teaching and damages UW’s reputation throughout the Pacific Rim. It was noted that many of UW’s
students are Chinese. Overall, this proposed legislation is unethical and inappropriate. If it becomes
adopted in Washington State other states may follow as well. Discussion ensued. From a quick research
online the only other institution that requires additional fees for international students is Ohio State
which requires a small flat fee, but nothing significant compared to this proposed surcharge.
A motion was made to respond to Jim Fridley stating that FCTL’s position is very concerned:
The FCTL was very concerned about the potential surcharge and voted on the following
statement.
“The proposed surcharge on international students would drastically affect the quality of
teaching by the reduction of teaching assistants, negatively impact the quality of
international students we can recruit to the University, and significantly harm the
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international reputation of the University as an academic center for the Pacific Rim
region.”
It was adopted unanimously.
The motion was seconded and received unanimous approval.
5) Review of minutes from March 7, 2013
Minutes from the March 7, 2013 meeting were approved
6) Finalize Request Letter on Online Learning [Exhibit B]
Carline discussed the history of a position statement drafted by FCTL requesting the University to work
on maintaining the educational quality in online learning. The last time FCTL met the council discussed
ways to improve and sharpen the letter asking the University to work on the issue. Carline presented a
cover letter which he drafted which outlines FCTL’s policy statement and will be presented alongside the
position statement. The goal today is to edit the document with the most recent updates and submit it
the University leadership. Carline passed out copies of the documents and split the council into several
groups to discussion new ideas. Groups discussed the position statement and cover letter for 15
minutes.
Once back together a suggestion made was to include fewer vague/technical terms and provide clearer,
more straightforward language. Discussion ensued about the specifics of the wording in the letter as
well as the changes to make. The spirit of the letter is not just to familiarize the reader with technology
in the classroom, but to list “action items” for things that need to be achieved. The council further
discussed the specifics in the document and what should be communicated.
Since the university has already made progress in this area, as well as initiating pilot projects throughout
the institution, the letter should also discuss the progress that has already been achieved. Additionally,
since the audience consists of the president, provost, and the dean, the document needs to address the
reward culture in order to enable this activity. Discussion ensued. Unless faculty members are rewarded
for using technology in their research and studies, nothing will happen. One concern is that faculty
members should have adequate support time for the development of courses. A follow-up question
asked if the university should offer more resources and training, or offer greater compensation. At any
rate, the university’s goal should be rewarding faculty for pursing education through technology which
could result in release time, compensation and other benefits that recognizes a professor’s efforts in
their research.
One important note that was mentioned is that the university will require additional resources for
training. This has always been a financial matter and FCTL needs to demonstrate to the University that
this is important. The politics are quite convoluted; last year a group convened to discuss these issues
and ended without any progress being made.
One suggestion was to include a sentence explaining that Professional and Continuing Education (PCE)
has the experience and resources that could serve as an example of online learning. FCTL should use this
to demonstrate that there are many examples around campus and any progress that would be made
would simply be expanding current developments. It is also a good idea to have a paragraph that
explains what is being done locally and demonstrate how the UW is ahead of other institutions. For
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example, the UW has online certification programs, 16 degrees online, and a solid infrastructure to
expand online learning.
Discussion ensued to determine who else should receive this policy statement. Additional issues arose
such as adding a proposal section and coordinating efforts to expand online learning between all three
campuses.
Carline stated that he will revise the letter and sent it out to the council next week asking for additional
input. The goal is to finalize it before the council meets next month and to distribute the letter before
people leave for summer break.
Szatmary wanted the council to weigh in on a proposed certification program through Coursera. In
particular, if a student participates in the program he/she can receive a Certificate of Completion that is
not affiliated with the UW. Szatmary went into further detail about the program, but explained that this
is just an introduction to the issue and it was suggested that members think about it and bring their
opinions to the next meeting.
It was also pointed out that EdX recently asked the UW to join their program. Members were asked to
think about this as well and bring their opinions next month’s meeting. The president and provost are
both keen on joining EdX because they have a research agenda for the university. The Faculty Council on
Academic Standards will be presented with this issue as well.
7) Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned by Chair Carline at 11:45 a.m.
Minutes by Grayson Court, Faculty Council Support Analyst. gcourt@uw.edu
Present:

Faculty: Carline (Chair), Kyes, Martin-Morris, Salehi Esfahani, Nelson, Wilkes, Olavarria
President’s Designee: Taylor
Ex-Officio Reps: Jankowski, Corbett, Randall
Guests: David Szatmary, Tom Lewis, Nana Lowell, Christine Sugatan

Absent:

Faculty: Zierler, Turner, Masuda, Elkhafaifi, Harrison, Yeh
Ex-Officio Reps: Kutz
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